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Abstract: A novel feedforward $M$–QAM carrier phase recovery is presented and validated with both square and cross $M$–QAM up to 128–QAM. The proposed method outperforms the VVMPE–ML method with reduced computational effort and improved linewidth tolerance.
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1. Introduction

The demand for very high data rates in next generation optical networks has induced a renewed interest for coherent detection and advanced modulation formats such as $M$–ary quadrature amplitude modulation ($M$–QAM) \cite{1}. Carrier phase recovery (CPR) is an indispensible function in such coherent receivers, in which the random phase shifts induced by laser phase noise at both transmitter and receiver sides need to be compensated. In real implementations, huge parallelization is required for feedback CPR for 100 Gb/s or higher data rate transmission. Blind feedforward CPR techniques are more suited for practical implementation since they do not require a feedback loop \cite{1}. Several feedforward CPR methods have been proposed so far, including the family of minimum distance blind-phase-search (BPS) methods \cite{1}, however at the cost of a high complexity. Modified BPS versions targeting complexity reduction and/or performance improvement \cite{2} and references therein have also been proposed. Another CPR family based on QPSK partitioning \cite{3} and references therein could increase the complexity when applied to high levels of $M$–QAM. Furthermore, its performance is degraded when working with cross $M$–QAM. The Viterbi-Viterbi monomial-based and maximum likelihood estimator (VVMPE–ML) was proposed as an alternative candidate for CPR \cite{4} with significant complexity reduction in comparison to the BPS method by using the power operator to weight the symbol amplitudes. This weighting method improves the CPR estimator, albeit with an increased computational effort. Moreover, adding a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator as a second stage allows refining the recovered constellation, leading to an improved estimation \cite{4}. However, the possibility to apply VVMPE–ML to cross $M$–QAM signals has not been discussed so far.

In this paper, we propose an improved blind CPR method that utilizes the circular harmonic expansion (CHE) of loglikelihood functions (LLFs) \cite{5} and combines a maximum likelihood estimator with the CHE method in order to refine the constellation as in VVMPE-ML. Moreover, the use of a look-up table (LUT) based on optimum weighting functions in our proposed CPR distinguishes our method (CHE-ML) from the VVMPE–ML method, resulting in not only a better laser phase noise estimation but also a reduction in overall computational effort. The CHE method alone has been studied for $M$–QAM in \cite{5}, but is, to the best of our knowledge, explored here for the first time in the context of optical coherent communication systems with a potential for efficient hardware implementation and good laser linewidth tolerance. The proposed method is numerically investigated with respect to linewidth tolerance for cross and square $M$–QAM up to 128–QAM, showing its compatibility with the use of external cavity lasers (ECLs) with linewidths up to 70 kHz (which is typical of commercial ECLs) for 40 GBAud signals.

![Fig. 1. CHE-ML based CPR configuration. The insets show 32-QAM constellations at each stage with SNR = 20.8 dB and $\Delta\nu\cdot T_b = 10^{-3}$, demonstrating the refined constellation after second stage.](image-url)
2. Method description

Fig. 1 presents the configuration for M–QAM CPR based on CHE-ML [5]. The idea of approximating the LLF by expanding it in series and retaining only the most significant terms results in a radius weighting function for the estimation of phase shifts and rotations. It is assumed that the received samples at the baud rate, \( x(k) = r(k) \exp(j \phi(k)) \), are corrupted by complex discrete additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with variance \( \sigma^2 \) for both real and imaginary parts. In this work, the unknown phase shift due to the laser phase noise is studied regardless of the carrier frequency offset (assumed to be completely compensated elsewhere). The LLF for this unknown phase shift is expressed as follows

\[
LLF(\phi(k) | x(k)) = \log \left[ \frac{1}{2\pi \sigma^2 M} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \exp \left( -\frac{\| x(k) e^{-j \omega_0} - C_m \|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \right]
\]

(1)

where \( M \) is the constellation size and \( C_m \) denotes the ideal value on the constellation for \( m = 1, \ldots, M \) [5].

Expanding (1) in Fourier series along the phase \( \phi \), the LLF approximation retaining the first nonzero harmonic component over \( N \) symbols is given by

\[
LLF(\phi(k) | x(k)) \approx \text{Re} \left[ e^{-j4\phi(k)} \sum_{k=1}^{N} A_k(r(k)) e^{-j4\phi(k)} \right] = \text{Re} \left[ e^{-j4\phi(k)} F_4 \left( \{x(k)\} \right) \right]
\]

(2)

in which \( A_k(r) \) is the amplitude of the fourth harmonic [5]. This weighting function implemented in LUT1 is utilized for CPR, leading to reduced computational effort compared to the use of a weighted power operator, as in the VVMPE–ML method.

Two steps are carried out for CPR, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first step is the determination of the phase noise estimator from \( N_t \) symbols based on the rule \( \hat{\phi} = \frac{1}{4} \arg F_4 \left( \{x(k)\} \right) \). The output symbols \( x_t(k) \) are fed to the second step consisting of the ML operation carried out on \( N_s \) symbols to refine the phase estimation. The ML phase is calculated according to

\[
\hat{\phi}_{ML} = \arg \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{N_s} DD \left( x_t(k) \right)^\ast x_t(k) \right]
\]

where \( DD \) is the direct-detection operation based on LUT2. The inset of Fig. 1 presents an example of application of the CHE–ML method for the CPR of a 32–QAM signal with a normalized linewidth (linewidth time symbol duration product \( \Delta \nu T_B \)) of \( 10^{-5} \).

3. Results and discussion

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed CPR method, numerical simulations have been carried out with 16–, 32–, 64– and 128–QAM signals under the impact of laser phase noise originating from the laser sources. The M–QAM signal is generated by differentially encoding and mapping a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) with length of \( 2^{13} \) onto the constellation. The phase noise caused by the laser linewidth, \( \Delta \nu \), is modeled as a discrete time random walk \( \phi_t = \phi_{0,t} + \Delta \nu \) in which \( \Delta \nu \) is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance \( 2\pi \Delta \nu T_B \), where \( T_B \) is the QAM symbol duration. Moreover, \( \sim 130000 \) symbols are transmitted and corrupted by AWGN. The noise is specified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the electrical domain. For simplicity, only one polarization is studied in this simulation. To focus on the CPR function alone, impairments introduced by carrier frequency offset, chromatic dispersion and timing clock recovery errors are assumed to be completely compensated. In the following study, 16–, 32–, 64– and 128–QAM signals at the corresponding SNRs of 18.4 dB, 20.8 dB, 24.5 dB and 26.6 dB, corresponding to 1 dB penalty at the hard forward-error correction (FEC) bit-error ratio (BER) limit of \( 10^{-5} \) are considered [6].

In the first step, the optimum block length is investigated. In order to ensure a fair comparison, only the block length of the first CPR stage of CHE–ML (\( N_t \)) is compared to that of the VVMPE–ML and BPS methods. Numerical simulations are carried out with variable block lengths under different linewidth impacts. For 16–QAM signals, the resulting BERs obtained with normalized linewidths of \( 10^{-4} \) and \( 10^{-5} \) are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. For 32–QAM signals, the BERs obtained for normalized linewidths of \( 10^{-5} \) and \( 10^{-6} \) are represented in Fig. 2(c) and (d), respectively. Although the impact of phase noise is different, the optimum block lengths are almost similar. The optimum block length is defined as the shortest block length value providing the target BER. More specifically, for 16–QAM, the optimum block lengths are 24/16/16 for VVMPE–ML/CHE–ML/BPS algorithms, respectively. For 32–QAM, the VVMPE-ML algorithm is no longer working, while the optimum block lengths for CHE-ML and BPS are 60 and 20, respectively. The impact of the block length for 64– and 128–QAM is evaluated in the same way without plotting the results due to space constraints, resulting in optimum values of 70/50/40 and 220/100, respectively. It is observed that the BPS algorithm rapidly converges to the minimum BER when
increasing the block lengths for high-order $M$–QAM ($M \geq 32$), whereas the proposed method requires fewer symbols than the VVMPE-ML method to converge to the minimum BER.

![Figure 2](image_url)

Fig. 2. Calculated BER as a function of block length for the first CPR stage for (a), (b) 16-QAM and (c), (d) 32-QAM signals.

In the next step, the laser linewidth tolerance of the CHE–ML method is compared to that of the other methods. The optimal block lengths for each method, as obtained from the previous investigation, are applied in this study. Fig. 3 presents the results of BER calculations as a function of normalized laser linewidth for 16-, 32-, 64- and 128-QAM. As expected, the BER is deteriorated when the linewidth increases. It is observed that the proposed method outperforms the VVMPE-ML method, especially with cross $M$–QAM signals, while keeping similar performance as the BPS method, which is considered as a benchmark for feedforward CPR [4]. Based on this analysis, the proposed CPR method can tolerate normalized linewidths equal to $1 \times 10^{-4}$, $2.3 \times 10^{-5}$, $1.3 \times 10^{-5}$, and $1.7 \times 10^{-6}$ for 16-, 32-, 64- and 128-QAM, respectively. At 40 GBaud, the maximum linewidth requirement to achieve 1 dB penalty at a BER of $10^{-3}$ is therefore 70 kHz for 128-QAM, which can be met using ECLs.

![Figure 3](image_url)

Fig. 3. Calculated BER versus linewidth for (a) 16-QAM, (b) 32-QAM, (c) 64-QAM and (d) 128-QAM signals.

In terms of complexity, our proposed method has slightly less hardware complexity than the VVMPE–ML method and benefits from reduced computational efforts thanks to the common use of LUT1 for CPR. As discussed in Ref. 4, the proposed method is also simple and presents a much lower complexity than the widely-used BPS method [1]. Although additional comparisons with other methods may be needed, it is worthy to note that CHE–ML is well suited for higher $M$–QAM ($M \geq 16$) even with cross $M$–QAM.

4. Conclusions

A simple CPR algorithm based on circular harmonic expansion is proposed and numerically validated with both square and cross $M$–QAM signals up to 128-QAM, showing its compatibility with commercial ECLs with a linewidth of 70 kHz for 40 GBaud signals. The proposed method performance is similar to that of BPS but better than that of VVMPE–ML, with significantly reduced computational effort compared to other investigated methods.
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